
Intensity Level 2

1

55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass

Katie

3 3

3

Intensity Level Intensity Level

Intensity Level:

Updated:

THIS SCHEDULE IS 

SUBJECT TO 

CHANGEwww.ymcaofthenorthwoods.org

PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGE FOR CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
9/29/2022

Attendance is tracked via the 

sign-in sheets so please be sure 

to sign-in to every class so we 

can accurately track  enrollment 

for each class.

The Y reserves the right to 

cancel a class due to low 

participation. Cancellations or 

updates can be viewed on the Y 

website or Y Facebook page.

6:15 PM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

STRENGTH
55 Min | FIT Pass
Instructor: Ellyse

Sign-In required for all 

classes.

Intensity Level 1 Intensity Level:

You may attend any aquatic or 

land class with the purchase of a 

AQUA/LAND FIT Pass. No other 

registration is necessary. Class 

pricing is for the session.

DROP IN CLASSES

$3 Members
Space Permitting.

4

Fees apply to only one 
class per day

Classes are not refundable 

approval.

GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE - FALL 1
YMCA OF THE NORTHWOODS: September 12, 2022- October 30, 2022

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

CYCLING

Watch 

website 

and 

facebook 

for pop-

up 

saturday 

classes

LAND FIT PASS:
(Flexibility In Taking)

Members: $10
General Public $100

55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass

Instructor: Sue Instructor: Sue

You may attend any of these 

classes with the purchase of a 

FIT Pass. No other registration 

is necessary. Class pricing is for 

the session.

AQUA/LAND FIT 

PASS:
(Flexibility In Taking)

Members: $20
General Public $150

Instructor: Lisa

Instructor: Ben

Intensity Level: 3

7:15 AM
CORE BALANCE
& STABILITY

Intensity Level: 2 Intensity Level: 2

EAST GYM
55 Min | FIT Pass

5:30 AM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

CYCLING CYCLING

CLUB MOVES STRETCHING CLUB MOVES STRETCHING CLUB MOVES

Instructor: Katie L Instructor: Marilyn Instructor: Val

55 Min | FIT Pass 40 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass 40 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass

Instructor: Katie L Instructor: Marilyn

Intensity Level: 3 Intensity Level 1 Intensity Level: 3 Intensity Level Intensity Level 3

7:30 AM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

Ellyse Instructor: Instructor: Tim

Instructor: Susan Intensity Level: Intensity Level Intensity Level: 4

8:45 AM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

INTERVAL CARDIO 

STRENGTH

CYCLING CORE AND MORE CYCLING
55 Min | FIT Pass

55 Min | FIT Pass Instructor:

Intensity Level

8:45AM STRENGTH STRENGTH
55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass

Amy

3 3
EAST GYM

Instructor: Amy Instructor:

STRENGTH

Marilyn Instructor: Melissa Instructor: Marilyn Instructor: Ellyse

55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass 55 Min | FIT Pass

Instructor: Melissa Instructor:

Intensity Level 1 Intensity Level 1 Intensity Level 1

LIVEWELL STRENGTH SENIOR CLASSIC LIVEWELL STRENGTH SENIOR CARDIO

30 Min | FIT Pass

45 Min | FIT Pass

10:00 AM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

Instructor: Amy J

5:30 PM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

Intensity Level 1

5:15 PM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

GENTLE FLOW 

YOGA

Abs

Instructor: Kari Intensity Level: 2

3Intensity Level:

VeronikaInstructor:

60 Min | FIT Pass

STRONG NATION

Phone: 715-362-9622

Jenny Instructor: Veronika
Intensity Level: 3

6:00 PM 

AEROBICS 

STUDIO

BODY BURN STRONG 30
55 Min | FIT Pass 30 Min | FIT Pass
Instructor:

Intensity Level: 4

Intensity Level: 4

CYCLING
55 Min | FIT Pass

Instructor: Lisa

Intensity Level: 3

5:30PM

EAST GYM

5:15PM

WEST GYM

ZUMBA
55 Min | FIT Pass
Instructor: Denise

2

5:45 PM 

WELLNESS 

STUDIO

TRX
30 Min | FIT Pass
Instructor: April
Intensity Level:



CARDIO DANCE CLASSES

LIVEWELL STRENGTH

FLEXIBILITY CLASSES

STRENGTH

CARDIO CLASSES

CLUB MOVES 

TRX

This class focuses on the abs, glutes, legs, and lower back 

using a variety of equipment and body resistance. A 

challenging variety of abdominal and core exercises will tone 

and strengthen your midsection while gluteal focused moves 

work your backside. 55 Minutes.  

A heart-pounding, low-impact workout. All fitness levels 

welcome! Speed, endurance and overall fitness will be 

improved.  Instructors will lead class through various 

moving. 55 Minutes 

Members: $150

STRENGTH CLASSES CARDIO & STRENGTH CLASSES

STRONG Nation HIIT & Strong 30

GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE - FALL 1
LAND FIT PASS: Members: $10  Members: $100 AQUA/LAND FIT PASS: Members: $20  

YOGA

GENTLE FLOW YOGA
A fun & total body workout for seniors & anyone new to exercise. 

This class incorporates easy movement patterns to improve 

daily living skills through better balance, strength, flexibility & 

agility. Hand-held weights, resistance bands, & a ball are 

offered for resistance & a chair is used for seated and/or 

standing support. Strength training is the only type of exercise 

that can maintain muscle & metabolism as we age.           55 

Minutes

Stop counting the reps. Start training to the beat. This class 

combines body weight, muscle conditioning, as well as 

cardio and plyometric training moves synced to music that has 

been designed to match every single move. The instructor will 

change up the music and moves frequently to make sure 

Minutes

SENIOR CARDIO (SILVER SNEAKERS® CARDIO)
SENIOR CLASSIC (WAS SILVERSNEAKERS® CLASSIC) Increase your cardiovascular and muscular endurance with 

this aerobic workout. Improve your total body strength using 

hand-held weights, elastic tubing with handles, and a ball. 

Train your brain by learning a variety of choreographed moves 

and keep your joints mobile with range-of-motion exercises. A 

chair is offered for support and used for a cool-down stretch 

at the end. 55 Minutes.

Move to the music through a variety of exercises  designed to 

increase muscular strength, range of  movement and activity for 

daily living skills. Hand-held weights, elastic tubing with 

handles, and a ball are  offered for resistance and a chair is used 

for seated and/or standing support.  55 Minutes. 

Gentle Flow Yoga incorporates simple flowing sequences 

accessible to all practice levels and abilities, using a slower 

pace focusing on alignment, strength, flexibility, breath 

awareness and mind-body connection. This class is ideal 

for those who would like to try out yoga or for those 

wanting to refresh their practice

FLEXIBILITY CLASSES

STRETCHING 
This class is designed to increase flexibility for sports, 

activities and daily living. This stretching class is for both 

men and women. 40 Minutes. 

CARDIO CLASSES

This low cardio, high strength class combines traditional 

strengthening exercises with HIIT interval timing to give your 

muscles a great workout. This class focuses on form and 

different tempos to help build strength during you workout.         

55 Minutes

INTERVAL CARDIO STRENGTH
This time-based interval class mixes a variety of strength and 

cardio exercises together to give you a fun workout each 

person and tailer their needed intensity level. The class 

incorporates a variety of equipment including weights, step, 

ball, bosus, bands, and participants body weight, making it an 

ideal class for participants of all fitness levels. Participants 

can expect 70-80% strength and 20-30% cardio during the 

class. 55 Minutes

CORE BALANCE & STABILITY
This Class will focus on improving core strength using a variety 

of equipment and low impact movements.  There will be an 

emphasis on using proper form to improve balance, stability, 

and mobility using the BOSU ball, dumbbells, body weight and 

stretching.  Intensity level will be up to you by using 

modifications to exercises and different size weights.                          

55 Minutes

CORE AND MORE

CYCLING 

CARDIO DANCE CLASSES

upbeat moves. We will practice several warm up songs to 

get you comfortable with the basic dance moves used 

throughout the class. This class is perfect for the person 

55 Minutes.

CORE
This class focuses on the foundation of our bodies. A strong core 

will help in all other aspects of exercise and functional living. 

This class will focus on strengthening not only the abs but the 

lower back and glues to give you a stronger more functional 

core. 30 Minutes

TRX uses gravity and body weight to perform exercises to 

strengthen your core and increase muscular endurance, while 

providing a total body workout. The best thing is that all fitness 

want to challenge yourself on each exercise! Simply adjust your 

body position to add or decrease resistance. Combined this 

class with Abs to for a full 55 minute workout.

2: Moderate intensity and impact, basic 

moves in combination

BODY BURN
 Group strength training pumped up a notch.  Using the 

principles of muscle endurance, this class is designed to 

challenge your body and muscles while working on core strength 

and balance.  We build on a basic movement, such as a squat or 

lunge, and by varying types of times of muscle contractions give 

it a new twist.  A mat is required as we do quite a bit on the 

floor.  Previous strength training experience is not required, but 

some level of conditioning is expected as we can go for 5-10 

minutes of non-stop activity. 55 Minutes

ZUMBA® FITNESS 
Zumba® is an exhilarating, effective, easy to follow, Latin-

inspired, calorie-burning dance fitness party. It blends red-

hot international music and contagious steps to form a 

challenging for any fitness level! 55 Minutes.

All group classes can be modified to be more or less challenging, and 

instructors give many modification options. 

FIND THE RIGHT CLASS FOR YOU!
New to group classes, or just getting back into workout? No worries we have classes designed just for you. Our intensity level 

are a great place to start when looking for a class that is right for you. Classes that are great for beginners and health seekers 

are marked with "HS". If you are still unsure of what class is right for you please reach out to Ellyse Kulba, Group Fitness Lead, 

and she can help you pick a class and connect you with the instructor.  ekulba@ymcanw.org  715-362-9622 ext 113

Intensity Levels

1: Low intensity and impact, basic moves 3: Moderate to high intensity, some compound 

moves
4. High intensity, compound moves 



THIS SCHEDULE IS 

SUBJECT TO 

CHANGE

Attendance is tracked via the 

sign-in sheets so please be sure 

to sign-in to every class so we 

can accurately track  enrollment 

for each class.

The Y reserves the right to 

cancel a class due to low 

participation. Cancellations or 

updates can be viewed on the Y 

website or Y Facebook page.

Sign-In required for all 

classes.

You may attend any aquatic or 

land class with the purchase of a 

AQUA/LAND FIT Pass. No other 

registration is necessary. Class 

pricing is for the session.

DROP IN CLASSES

$3 Members
Space Permitting.

Fees apply to only one 
class per day

Classes are not refundable 

approval.

LAND FIT PASS:
(Flexibility In Taking)

Members: $10
General Public $100

You may attend any of these 

classes with the purchase of a 

FIT Pass. No other registration 

is necessary. Class pricing is for 

the session.

AQUA/LAND FIT 

PASS:
(Flexibility In Taking)

Members: $20
General Public $150


